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Details of Visit:

Author: jonathan1975
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 15 Jun 2017 14:30
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Second floor flat in Bayswater, a few minutes walk from a couple of tube stations. Large room with
double bed and couch, kitchen area in the corner. Small shower room but clean.

The Lady:

Pretty lady with a lovely smile and sparkling eyes. The most accurate photo of her is the top right
one one the SAE website. I`d guess her age to be 28/29.

The Story:

Up the several flights of stairs to be greeted by Jessica standing in her open doorway with a big
smile. Good start. If you're looking for DFK then Jessica is not the lady you're looking for. But if you
like cuddles and lots of soft kisses she is the one. Into the small shower , which only takes one
person and back to the couch with a sexily dressed Jessica. Kisses and cuddles with hands
roaming everywhere. Eventually ended on the bed, clothes now long gone, with fingers now
exploring a lovely body. Nowhere off limits. Jessica was warming up now and didn't mind moving
into all sorts of positions. OWO was good and getting better and her finger was going in a very dark
place. I didn't think she was going to manage the DT but she was a star and eventually made it
without hands and a bit of head pushing from me. On with the cover and off we went ending in a
postion I`d never experienced, and I`ve tried a few. Not sure how we both kept our balance with that
one. Ended with a top class facial and me sweating like the proverbial. Clean up and collapse on
the bed. A nice chat with Jessica, her english is excellent, and on to a strong massage which was
very good. Enough time left for both of us to sit on the floor facing each other looking into each
others eyes , both using our hand to come to another climax. Quite brilliant. Another shower then
back to the real world. Money well spent.
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